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Background and context 

 

The Black Sash is committed to helping South Africa realise a comprehensive social security system. 

We consider the Unemployment Insurance Fund to be a component of this social security system, 

albeit for the historical category – i.e. recently unemployment persons, and now extended to new 

categories of persons. Our submission is committed to and framed by this principle. 

 

Under current legislation social security and labour legislation, some of South Africa’s most 

vulnerable populations, including those outside of formal employment sectors, the chronically ill, the 

structurally unemployed, and those working in the informal sector, are excluded from the assistance 

that they desperately need.  

Over the past decade, despite ongoing challenges, modest improvements have been made to South 

Africa’s social security framework. These include the extension of the child support grant, increased 

capacity to capture, monitor and manage data of beneficiaries. Elements of the UI Amendment Bill 

attempts to improve this framework within the labour sector.  While the Black Sash understands 

that the government must make tough financial decisions in times of limited resources, we feel that 

a comprehensive social security system is essential in fighting South Africa’s high unemployment and 

poverty rates. In the wake of these tough economic times, it is more important than ever that South 

Africa’s social safety net support those that are most vulnerable – including the UI Fund. For this 

reason, we argue that the UI legislative framework be more comprehensive. 

 

We commend the work of the UI Board, UI Commissioner, Auditor Committee members, UIF 

Management Committee, SARS and leaders responsible for this Institution and those managing the 

UI Fund. From reports to Parliament and Department of Labour reports as it currently stands, the 

management of the Board and UI Fund is healthy in terms of management principles. We learnt 

that, as at 2011, the UI Fund is reported to have invested an amount of approximately R65 billion for 

2012/3, as reported to Parliament recently.  We agree that the inclusion of public sector employees 

as contributors to the fund will go a long way to increase the pool.  
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Concerns regarding disconnectedness between UI Board and investment 

choices 

 

We commend the clean audit (unqualified audit opinion) it received in 2010/11 from the Office of 

the Auditor General, 6 years in succession. Our submission commends elements of the progressivity 

of the Amendment Bill, with regards to the investment of funds of the UIF, but we include significant 

proposals to address glaring gaps in the current version of the Amendment Bill.   

 

In its briefing to Parliament on the 2012 “5 Year Strategic Plan” of the UIF, it prioritised,  funding of 

poverty alleviation schemes; improving governance; strengthening the institutional capacity of the 

fund;  encouraging compliance through enhanced service delivery, and improving stakeholder 

relations. The Commissioner also reported to Parliament that the UIF had a reserve fund of R65 

billion, even though it was not part of the written presentation.  

 

In presenting the 2011 Annual Report to Parliament by the Department of Labour and the 

Unemployment Insurance Fund in June 2012
1
, the impressive financial performance of the fund   

was reported. The then Acting Commissioner Ms Fezeka Puzi summarised this in a tabulated form to 

Parliament. She listed performance highlights of the UIF for that financial year, noting that 

contributions increased by 5.37% from R10.75billion in 2009/10 to R11.33billion in 2010/11.  

 

This followed a general trend that saw increases in all areas of financial performance, with 

investment revenue increasing by 2.91% from R3.45billion to R3.55billion over the same period. 

Similarly the net surplus increased by 38% from R6.85billion to R9.46billion in 2010/11 due to 

decreased benefit payments; an increase in contributions and the reversal of the explicit prudence 

reserve on benefit payments. This also meant that the total investment portfolio increased by 20% 

from R43.73billion in 2009/10 to R52billion in 2010/11.  

 

In both the 2011-12 Annual Report of the Department of Labour, as well as the UIF Annual Report, 

the vision of the Unemployment Insurance Fund (UIF) to “contribute to the alleviation of poverty in 

South Africa by providing short-term unemployment insurance to all workers who qualify for 

unemployment related benefits.”   Ironically, and in our view, problematically, whilst all financial 

indicators in this period increase, the only indicator to decrease was the benefits expenditure.  

 

                                                           
1
 http://www.pmg.org.za/report/20120620-consideration-report-and-financial-statements-unemployment-

insurance- 
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Source: p.8 UIF Annual 

Report 2011. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
It remains inexplicable why the Commissioner does not clarify the reason for the decrease in unemployment 

claims. He asserts that “the South African economy is slowly recovering from the devastating effects of the global 

economic recession. A key challenge for the economy is to create sufficient jobs to reverse the negative impact. 

The recession rendered millions of workers destitute......Although unemployment insurance claims stabilised, 

demand is still high, with a marginal decrease of 5,74% amounting to R5.382 million in comparison to 

R5.709 million paid in the previous year” (emphasis ours) 

 

In the Claims section of the Annual Report, no analysis or explanation of provided for the “6,5% decrease in 

number of claims received for the financial year,” other than to note that the Fund received 751 

996 claims, 49 000 fewer than in the previous year - and approved 732 158, as per the table below: 
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.

 

Source: p.8 Annual Report 2011 UIF Part 2 

A perturbing disconnectedness  

 

Most perturbing is the apparent disconnectedness between the UI Board, Regional Appeals 

Committees and the public in general with regards to the finances of the UI Fund. We find this 

unacceptable.  

 

Even in the UIF Annual Report, no statement on the amount of the value of the UIF reserve fund is 

made. There appears to be no comment is made about the investment choices – we argue that, at 

least in part, contributions to financial investment choices of UI Funds, as invested through the PIC, 

should not be divorced from the work of the UI Board and related committees.  

 

We further argue that the reported reduction of the numbers of people benefitting from the 

unemployment insurance, despite the healthy investment reports – purely financial, is unacceptable, 

and in our view, failing to fulfil the core responsibility of the UI Fund, viz.  to “contribute to the 
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alleviation of poverty in South Africa by providing short-term unemployment insurance to all 

workers who qualify for unemployment related benefits.”   We strongly maintain that contributors 

to the fund, i.e. formerly employed persons should have a say on the investment choices and that 

the purpose of the funds should provide relief, especially at this time – rather than report glowing 

investment growth rates. This situation cannot be justified. 

 

Whilst we appreciate the benefits of the job retention and creation schemes, improving skills levels 

and investing in social responsible investments (UIF/IDC Bond), it is not the primary mandate of the 

UI Fund. 

 

South African unemployment context 

 

Amendments to this Act must be seen in the current context of unemployment.  StatsSA released a 

recent report claiming an unemployment rate by narrow definition of 25.6% (q/q Q2-2013) – near 

record rates in the history of South Africa, both post – and pre-global economic crisis of 2008.  

 

Now more than ever, contributors to the fund who are now recently unemployed, as well as their 

households and persons financially dependent on them need the support of this fund. 

Unemployment figures also demonstrate a significant and disproportionate brunt on females in 

South Africa. 

 

 

Source: beta2statssa.gov.za – 14 Aug 2013 

 Further data demonstrates the trends in both narrow-based – and expanded definitions of 

employment, both measure are just a 10
th

 of a percentage points below their records, set in the 

second quarter of 2011.  
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Source: Quarterly Labour Force Survey Quarter 2, StatsSA – graph Paul Berkowitz 

               www.dailymaverick.co.za/article/2013-08-02-sas-unemployment-rates-rise-tonear-record-levels/ 

 

Whilst the management of the UI Fund to ensure the preservation of existing financial resources, we 

argue that now is the time for a measured, more equitable division of UIF payments is made, with 

significant increases to lower income streams. For the evidence and reasons motivated above, we 

believe that the mobilisation of these funds must come into play in the current context. 

 

For several years Black Sash national and regional senior staff was nominated to, and served on 

Regional Appeals Committees and we participated in these appeals committee processes. We also, 

on invitation, represented the community constituency on this issue in NEDLAC deliberations.  

Affected categories of workers not adequately consulted 

 

We believe that the principle of participation in law-making is a principle that needs to be respected.  

In the context of civil society participation, we are of the view that the Dept of Labour has not 

arranged engagements with civil society informing them of the intention to amend the Act.  For 

example, workers at paralegal and other advice offices work directly with atypical workers on a daily 

basis.  

 

We therefore propose that the before the Amendment Bill is tabled in Parliament, the Department 

of Labour must be mandated to present this Bill in a public participation process in all provinces. The 

House of Traditional Leaders must also be afforded the chance to engage with the Amendment Bill, 

noting the hundreds of unemployed workers flowing from the mining sector in the north to retire in 
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the south of South Africa. For this reason, we are of the view that the Amendment Bill should also be 

tabled to the NCOP.  

 

It must also be noted that South Africa has not signed international treaties regarding migrant 

workers. In not doing so they are contravening the international protections afforded migrant 

workers.  In the larger scheme of things, we view the Amendment Bill as progressive insofar that it is 

formalising the notion of learner ships and other atypical workers as beneficiaries to the fund who 

are not contributing to the fund and at the current time, but are being supported to do so in the 

future, assuming their absorption into the labour market in the future.  

Summary of recommendations 

 

Key recommendations of our submission are listed below with motivations in the rest of this 

Submission: 

• An amendment to Section 3 of Act 63 of 2001 to redefine the definition of employee so that it is 

broadened in line with the Labour Relations Act to ensure that the UI Act and this Bill include 

those vulnerable workers  

• We support the amendment to Section 5 so as to prevent/combat unemployment and to 

support both the re-entry and integration of contributors. This also requires an amendment 

to Section 2 of the Act 63 of 2001 to amend the purpose of the Act. 

• We support the amendments of Section 7 and Section 12 (3)(c)of the Act  

• For the section addressing proposals for the various provision which deals with maternity 

benefits namely, S12 (3) (c) and (d) ; S13 (5) (a) and (b); S 24 (5)and(6), Section 25 (1), we 

proposed that:  

o Maternity benefits must be delinked from the unemployment credit system;  

o That the calculation of maternity benefits  remains 17.32 weeks as proposed in 

the Amendment Bill, so that the qualifying criteria should simply be that she is in 

employment, and enable her to claim full maternity benefits for 17.32 weeks 

every time she falls pregnant.  

o Support the proposal in the Bill that maternity benefits are calculated at the 

income replacement rate of 66% of the women’s last salary. 

 

• We do not support the assertion that women would not have a claim to full maternity 

benefits for her third child at a flat rate of 20% of the remainder of the available credits or 

that she should be employed for a minimum of 13 weeks and strongly disagree with the 

insertion of Section 24 (6) into this Bill calling for this section to be removed and not 

included in the Bill  

 

• We support the amendments of S13 (5) (b)  BUT propose that that the payment of 

maternity benefits must not affect payment of UI benefits.  Therefore, we propose the 

removal of the word ‘may’ and the inclusion of the word ‘must’. 
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• We strongly propose that the wording ‘during the third trimester’ be removed from S24 (5). 

We argue that the trauma experience by women in any of the trimesters of pregnancy is as 

traumatic as that in the third trimester.  

 

• We propose that women should be able to apply for maternity benefits at least eight weeks 

before childbirth. We do not support that women must make application within two weeks 

of the date of commencement of maternity leave  

Specific recommendations to the Amendment Bill 

 

 1. Amendment of Section 3 of Act 63 of 2001 

This proposed section leaves out many vulnerable workers because the definition of ‘employee’ is 

very limited in the UI Act 63 of 2001. We propose that the definition of employee should be 

broadened in line with the Labour Relations Act to ensure that the UI Act and this Bill include those 

vulnerable workers like the partially employed, self-employed, the informal worker, those who held 

more than one job, but lost one and those working less than 24 hours. These workers are currently 

excluded.    

2. Amendment of Section 5 of Act 63 of 2001 

We in principle support this amendment with the following conditions. 

(a) preventing/combating unemployment;  

With regards to ‘financing the retention of contributors in employment’ we propose that any 

initiative presented to the Board be a public process of publishing of assistance required. That any 

financing to retain and protect jobs must be vigorous public process where the public is adequately 

informed of each proposal for financing and have the opportunity to give a written submission with 

regards to such an application. This process should be strictly regulated and the Board should not be 

able to make any decisions without the consultation with the public.  Our economy is not creating 

jobs and employers are saying our labour law regime is not helping to create jobs and therefore we 

see the need for due process with regards to ‘financing the retention of contributors in 

employment’. 

(b) measures to support re-entry/integration 

We further propose that the financing of re-entry of contributors into the labour market should be 

extended to non-contributors and training and skills development for example should ensure that 

the youth is supported. The massive surplus currently accumulated by the UIF should be used to also 

train and skill specific groups who are especially vulnerable unemployed. The principle of social 

solidarity should be used to assist them to gain some skills.   

Section 2 of the Act 63 of 2001 – should be amended to ensure that the purpose of the Act includes 

preventing/combating unemployment and the re-entry and integration of contributors and non- 

contributors into the labour market.  
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3. Amendment of Section 7 of Act 63 of 2001 

We support this amendment. 

4. Amendment of Section 12 of Act 63 of 2001 

We support the proposed amendments of S12 (3) (c). 

Women and maternity benefits 

This section address proposals for the various provision which deals with maternity benefits namely, 

S12 (3) (c) and (d); S13 (5) (a) and (b); S 24 (5) and (6), Section 25 (1) 

o Maternity benefits must be delinked from the unemployment credit system 

We propose that maternity benefits be delinked from the accumulation and accruing of credits for 

unemployment benefits and that any provision in this regard be removed from this Bill.  

Linking maternity benefits to unemployment credits in reality would mean that either women may 

not have built up enough credits to claim full maternity benefits when they are on confinement or 

they may have exhausted maternity benefits because they already claimed in the four year cycle. 

Women in employment and who contribute to the UIF should be entitled to claim full maternity 

benefits at anytime they fall pregnant and need to look after the baby. With this proposal in place, 

women will not be forced back into the workforce sooner than is healthy for their children, their 

need to nurture or for recovery of the women’s health.  

o The calculation of maternity benefits 

We propose that the length of the maternity benefits remains 17.32 weeks as proposed in the Bill. 

The qualifying criteria should simply be that she is in employment. She must then be able to claim 

full maternity benefits for 17.32 weeks every time she falls pregnant.  

We further support the proposal in the Bill that maternity benefits are calculated at the income 

replacement rate of 66% of the women’s last salary. ‘Cash benefits are intended to replace a portion 

of the income lost due to the interruption of a women’s economic activities giving practical effect to 

the provision for leave. Without income replacement the women’s absence during leave and the 

increased expenditures due to pregnancy and childbirth can pose financial hardship for many 

families.  In the face of poverty and financial duress, women may feel compelled to return to work 

too quickly after childbirth, before it is medically advisable to do so.’
2
  

We do not support the assertion that women would not have a claim to full maternity benefits for 

her third child but a flat rate of 20% of the remainder of the available credits or that she should be 

employed for a minimum of 13 weeks. We strongly disagree with the insertion of Section 24 (6) into 

this Bill. We propose that this section be removed and not included in the Bill. We argue that this 

provision is making it conditional for women to access benefits and it is discriminatory against 

women. The inclusion of this clause is punitive to women who should be entitled to maternity 

benefits at anytime of employment.  

                                                           
2
 ‘Protect the future: Maternity, paternity and work’, ILO – Conditions of work and employment programme, 

Bureau for Gender Equity 
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 We support the amendments of S13 (5) (b) BUT propose that that the payment of maternity 

benefits must not affect payment of UI benefits.  Therefore, we propose the removal of the word 

‘may’ and the inclusion of the word ‘must’. The rationale is that there is discretion and there is no 

real delinking of maternity benefits from the unemployment credits system.  

o Maternity benefits in case of miscarriage and stillborn  

We strongly propose that the wording ‘during the third trimester’ be removed from S24 (5). We 

argue that the trauma experience by women in any of the trimesters of pregnancy is as traumatic as 

that in the third trimester.  

o Timing of application of maternity benefits 

We propose that women should be able to apply for maternity benefits at least eight weeks before 

childbirth. We do not support that women must make application within two weeks of the date of 

commencement of maternity leave as suggested in the ‘Memorandum on the objects of the 

unemployment insurance amendment bill 2013’as it is extremely close to confinement. This can be 

extremely difficult for those women highly pregnant and having to wait in queues at that stage of 

pregnancy.   

 5. Amendment of Section 13 of Act 63 if 2001 as amended by section 5 of Act 32 of 2003 

We reject the proposal made in section 13(3) that unemployment benefits are paid at a replacement 

rate of 20% after the exhaustion of credit of the first 238 days.  We propose that unemployment 

benefit are paid in full for all the accumulated 365 days credits accumulated and should under no 

circumstance be reduced. The fund’s surplus should be used to pay for these benefits in full.   

We propose that S13 (3) (b) be amended to propose that all benefits (unemployment, sickness, 

adoption and dependency)  must be paid to the unemployed contributor regardless of whether the 

contributor received benefits within the four year cycle or not if the contributor has credits.    

6. Amendment of section 14 of Act 63 if 2001, as amended by section 94 of Act 20 of 2006. 

We support this amendment.  

7. Amendment of section 15 of Act 63 of 2001 

We reject this proposal on the basis that it contradicts Section 13 (3) (a).  

Above, we agreed and propose an amendment to Section 13 (3) (a) ‘that benefits accrue to a 

beneficiary immediately preceding the day after the date of ending of the period of employment  ...’ 

Therefore, we cannot argue that the period of unemployment in terms of this section, S15(1) 

commences on the date of application for benefits. We propose that this section calculates benefits 

from the day after the date of ending of the period of employment, irrespective of when the 

application of benefits is made. This proposal is also in light of uncooperative employers who do not 

sign or issue the required UI forms to ensure the application for benefits are made soon after the 

risk occurs.   

7. Amendment of Section 17 of Act 63 of 2001 

We support this amendment. 
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8. Amendment of Section 20 of Act 63 of 2001 

We support this amendment. We propose that the waiting period for unemployment benefits 

should also be reduced from 14 days to 7 days in line with the ILO Convention 102. 

10. Amendment of Section 25 of Act 63 of 2001 

See our comments above under the section headed, ‘Women/ Maternity Benefits’ 

11. Amendments of Section 30 

Amendment of section 30 (1) (b) and 30 (2) (b) of Act 63 of 2001 

We disagree with the proposal to extend the period from six (6) months to eighteen (18) months for 

the Commissioner to accept an application for death benefits. We propose that the 18 month 

waiting period be reduced to 12 months in line with the Pension Fund Act. 

We submit that clause 30 (2)(b) must ensure that all children of the deceased contributor have the 

same right to death benefits as the surviving spouse or life partner therefore ensuring an equitable 

sharing of the benefits.   

We therefore propose that a definition of a ‘dependant’ is included in this section as in the previous 

Chapter 4 of the Unemployment Insurance Act of 1966, Section 38. 7 (a) and (c). We further propose 

that this definition of ‘dependant’ takes into account the rural/urban structure of family and that the 

deceased contributor may not have lived with all his/her children at the time of his death.  

We therefore propose that the definition of ‘dependant’ in the Pension Funds Act be used for this 

purpose and in this Bill.     

Amendment of Section 30, subsection 2A (a) and (b) 

We strongly oppose the proposal of ‘nominated beneficiary’. Black Sash is mindful of the problems 

associated with nomination of beneficiaries. The system of administration must take into account 

the levels of literacy of applicants and the nature of contemporary South African families in the 

context of rural and urban effects on family dynamics and financial responsibilities. This proposal is 

contrary to this context.   

12. Amendment of section 33 of Act 63 of 2001 

In principle, we support the idea that beneficiaries should be protected against practices which 

erode their benefits. However, in our view, it is a waste of resources (when investigations are 

undertaken) if this clause do not provide for penalties when found guilty of this practice. 

We therefore proposes that this clause criminalises the activity of levying a charge against the 

applicant when acting on behalf of a beneficiary, as we believe that this practice may lead to abuse 

of the benefits of contributors. We strongly suggest that a penalty which will deter such practices 

should be included in this Bill.  

13. Repeal of Section 38, 39, 40 and 41 of Act 63 of 2001 
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We do not understand why these sections have been repealed. A rationale for this must be given. If 

this section is repealed it will compromise issues of compliance. We request from the drafters to 

explain where this is covered in law if such provisions exist somewhere else.   

14. Amendment of section 36A if Act 63 as inserted by Section 10 of Act No 32 of 2003 

Section 36(A) (1)  

We support that the UI board appoint regional appeals committees.  

However, we strongly propose a public and transparent process of public nominations for 

committee members by civil society and business in the different regions and the process of 

selection takes place in a prescribed, transparent, public and regulated manner.  

Regional Appeals Committee members once transparently and openly nominated and appointed 

should serve for a period of three years on a rotational basis. Appointment should be made on a 

rotational basis so as to preserve the institutional knowledge of the RAC and the continuity of work.  

The Black Sash sat on the regional and national appeals committees for years and has immense 

institutional memory of the way these committees function. It is our view and experiences these 

internal appeal bodies meet irregularly leaving many people in without access to justice and 

outcomes of their appeals. In many instances, the processes and decision making is contrary to the 

provisions of the Promotion of Just Administration Act 2000 and must become PAJA compliant. We 

have much experience in the operation of these appeal committees and our organisation can assist 

greatly in the review of these structures, how they function and curb the way in which people’s lives 

are negatively affected.   

15. Amendment of Section 50 of Act 63 of 2001 

We need clarity from the Commissioner regarding the rationale of 2(a) (i) inclusion.  

Amendment of Schedule 2 to Act 63 of 2001 

Our comments regarding the proposed amendments to the second paragraph under the heading 

‘Income Replacement Rate’ 

We strongly object to the deletion of the words ‘fixed’ and the insertion of the words ‘currently set’ 

in relation to the maximum and minimum Income Replacement Rate (IRR). We believe that the 

primary Act should protect the IRR and in this vain we strongly object that the Minister is provided 

sweeping powers to change the scale of IRR by Regulation. We believe that the IRR should be open 

to a public participation process and that the IRR scale must reflect a social solidarity with those 

segments of the population earning less.  

We therefore propose that the minimum IRR should be fixed at 45% as proposed but that the 

maximum IRR be fixed at 66% in line with the maternity benefits.  This requires dipping into existing 

reserves while maintaining preservation of the UI fund. The proposal of 66 % for the maximum IRR 

takes account of the ILO minimum standards (IRR for maternity) and is informed by the current 

social economic conditions of South Africans. It is a fact that structural poverty and inequality 

continue to deepen and with extremely low labour absorption.   
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Additional proposal not included but that we want the Commissioner to adopt in this Bill  

Benefits to be paid to contributors who resign where a ‘compelling family reason’ exists.  

We strongly propose that contributors who resign should be eligible for UI benefits if there is a 

compelling family reason such as taking care of family members who are ill because those 

circumstances are beyond the control of the worker. The law should provide access to full benefits in 

these unique situations.  

Non-compliance with certain provisions of ILO Convention 102 of 1952 especially we propose that 

this Bill incorporates the minimum period of unemployment benefits of 13 weeks, regardless of 

unemployment credits
3
 

 

 

                                                           
3
 Article 24 

� 1. The benefit specified in Article 22 shall be granted throughout the contingency, except that its duration may be limited--  

� (a) where classes of employees are protected, to 13 weeks within a period of 12 months, or 

� (b) where all residents whose means during the contingency do not exceed prescribed limits are protected, to 26 weeks within a 

period of 12 months. 

� 2. Where national laws or regulations provide that the duration of the benefit shall vary with the length of the contribution period and/or 

the benefit previously received within a prescribed period, the provisions of subparagraph (a) of paragraph 1 shall be deemed to be 

fulfilled if the average duration of benefit is at least 13 weeks within a period of 12 months. 

� 3. The benefit need not be paid for a waiting period of the first seven days in each case of suspension of earnings, counting days of 

unemployment before and after temporary employment lasting not more than a prescribed period as part of the same case of suspension 

of earnings. 

� 4. In the case of seasonal workers the duration of the benefit and the waiting period may be adapted to their conditions of employment. 

 


